Did you know...
Julia Varley was a pioneering trade unionist and
suffragette who was born in Bradford 1871.
She helped many working people get fairer pay
and better working conditions.
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Think about...
What changes would you make in the
world to make it a fairer and more equal
place for everyone?
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Well done explorers! You made it to the end of the trail. We hope you have enjoyed it and
learnt something new. Show your trail sheet and drawings to the Gallery Assistants as
they would love to see what you have made.
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Welcome Gallery Explorers!
Time to get your thinking caps on by doing the fun activities in this gallery trail
and exploring the fantastic work on show at Impressions Gallery.
Please explore with an adult if you can, and if you have any questions you can
ask the friendly Gallery Assistant on the Welcome Desk.

Welcome Gallery Explorers, get your creative thinking caps on, it’s
time to discover the exhibition called Union by photographer Noel
Bowler. Union reveals the boardrooms and private offices of trade
union buildings across the world. Are you ready to find out more?

Design your own boardroom
Look closely at the photographs of boardrooms in the exhibition. Big decisions
are made is these rooms.
Have a go at creating your own boardroom in the space below.

Let’s get looking
Can you find this giant union
membership card picture in the
exhibition?
Tick this box when found.

Now look closer, can you see the
smaller, original version inside the
display tables?

Trade unions
generally try
to get higher
wages, reduced
working hours, and
improved working
conditions for
employees.

Tick this box when found.

What kind of room is this?

What decisions do you think are made here?

Where in the world do you think this room is?

Think about what items you would have in your boardroom.
Use the objects below for inspiration then draw them into your picture or create and
Look out for the giant timeline!
Can you find what happened in 1893? Write
your answer below.

1893

draw your own.

